
Superb video quality under all lighting conditions

Light and small to wear and use unnoticed

Flexible mounting for optimal position and view

Robust and IP68 water & dust proof

SECURE END-TO-END 
VIDEO PROCESSING

ADAPTABLE TO YOUR 
PRIVACY LAWS AND 

REGULATIONS

EU LEADER 
IN BODYCAM 
SOLUTIONS

REAL TIME 
SUPERVISION & 

SUPPORT
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Always the perfect 
view

Key Features

The T3 Mini-Camera can be positioned in many ways 

to provide remote support with the perfect view. It is 

a small and robust IP68 camera connected to the T3 

bodycam for 4G livestreaming of high-quality videos to 

a central control room under all lighting conditions. The 

T3 Mini-Camera can be mounted on a variety of helmets 

to get the ‘head view’ of policemen, firemen, inspectors 

and engineers. Another option is to use the Mini-

Camera on lightweight clothing such as emergency care 

uniforms, roadwork vests or private security shirts. The 

livestreams are recorded and can be viewed in a central 

control room in real-time with very low latency with 

ZEPCAM Manager software or a suitable VMS system. 

The T3 Mini-Camera has the best-in-class video quality 

in any condition, from bright sun to pitch-dark due to 

the infrared function. The T3 Mini-Camera has LED 

indicators for de-escalation and is IP68 water and dust 

proof, making it suitable for a broad range of frontline 

professions. With the ZEPCAM T3 Mini-Camera your 

frontline professionals will never have to work alone!
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Capture and 
stream video

Compact, robust & easy 
to use 4G bodycams

Secure storage
Store and manage on the 

ZEPCAM cloud or own server

View & manage
ZEPCAM software for 

real-time video & system 
management

Video 360P, 720P, 1080P

Lens 140 degree

Low light performance 0.1 Lux 

IR Infrared Automatic switch to infrared

Status LEDS Same as the T3 bodycam: green for standby, red for streaming, stealth possible

Water and dustproof IP68

Dimensions 28x27x49mm (excluding mounts)

Weight 20 grams (excluding cable and mounts)

Cable length 100 cm

Connector for T3 bodycam USB-C connector, IP68

Wearing options Front side of a helmet

Side of a helmet (90° hinge)

Clothing (clip)

Adjustable view 360 degrees rotation with 12 fixation steps, 180 degrees hinge rotation

Various mount connections Magnet, Velcro, screw and GoPro mount support

Specifications

ZEPCAM Software
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